
Related Feature Change Type Ref # Release Notes

Bug Fix DEV-675 We have added additional options for the minimum cancellation lead times for amenities. You can now 

choose a lead time of 72 or 96 hours in advance.

Bug Fix DEV-681 When viewing an amenity booking's details, you now see which workspace the requestor belongs to. 

This is particularly useful for customers that have multiple workspaces but share amenity bookings 

between them.

Bug Fix DEV-696 Added a label to the date box for new amenity bookings to make it more clear for end users.

Customer Request DEV-660 This change affects the page shown when you click the view announcement link in email notifications 

received for new announcements. The page has been reformatted, and should now feature attached 

files more prominently.

Bug Fix DEV-673 If you tried to print one of our branded pages, the background image would show-up in the print out. 

This has been removed, so printing pages should now work as expected.

Improvement DEV-706 Fixed the scroll-wheel action for certain system pop-ups. You are now only able to scroll through the 

content of pop-ups and not the page behind the pop-up.

Improvement DEV-707 Removed the '>' from the login link on public websites.

Bug Fix DEV-686 Fixed an issue with the Visitor Parking Permits report that would cause it to print the columns on 

multiple pages.

Bug Fix DEV-676 There we previously three horizontal lines that would show up in front of pop-ups in the Security & 

Concierge Console. This has been fixed.

Bug Fix DEV-687 The "Vehicle Owner" field previously appeared at the beginning and end of the form. This has been fixed 

so that it only appears once.
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The following changes were released to the live system on June 3, 2014.  Please review the below release notes carefully as some changes impact 

the way the system works. If you have any questions or need clarification on any of the changes, please contact support at 416-961-7884, option 2, 

or email us at contact@condocontrolcentral.com.
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Bug Fix DEV-695 When adding a new visitor record, the system will now display all available phone numbers for the unit 

when you click "View Details".

Bug Fix DEV-705 Fixed an issue that was caused when you have multiple tabs open and create a new security shift in one 

of them. You can now properly update your shift in any tabs that you may have open.

Bug Fix DEV-708 Fixed an issue in Google Chrome that would prevent security users from selecting a starting time for 

their shift.

Customer Request DEV-653 Minor changes to the look and feel of the new service request form.

Customer Request DEV-697 The subject line for Service Request notifications has been modified to lead with the related unit number 

before the request's other details.

Bug Fix DEV-694 Revised unit authorizations to better match customer expectations. Deactivated/expired authorizations 

no longer show up. When move in/out is processed, old authorizations are removed.

Bug Fix DEV-698 You should now be able to properly search the Unit File by entering a parking space number in the 

search box.

Improvement DEV-597 The system will now check if the email address you enter when creating or updating account is a valid 

email address. NOTE: this only checks if the email address is valid, not if it is currently in use.

Bug Fix DEV-709 Fixed an issue where users would get locked out if they made a mistake typing in their email address 

when setting up their account.
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